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Abstract

Effects of the viscous forces, compressibility, incidence flow angle and pitch to chord ratio on
the secondary flow within a linear blade cascade is investigated by means of flow visualization.
Three different impulse cascade configurations defined by different pitch to chord ratio were
used for the presented experiments.
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1 Introduction

Complete understanding of the flow phenomena in the turbomachines is crucial for the prediction of
the kinetic energy losses and so for the machine designers. Kinetic energy losses in the turbomachine
can be divided into three parts: profile losses, tip clearance losses and end-wall losses, see e.g
Denton [1]. The profile losses are generated due to the boundary layers on the blade surface and
tip clearance losses due to the leakage of the fluid over the hub of the stator blades or tip of the
rotor blades. End-wall losses can be conected with separation of the inlet boundary layer in front
of the blade cascade and with cross flow within the blade channel, which is caused by the pressure
gradient between the pressure and suction sides of the blades.

1.1 Secondary flow
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Figure 1: Formation of the horseshoe vortex.

Separation of the inlet boundary layer
(IBL) occurs in front of the blade in the
saddle point S1 (see Figure 1), where the
static pressure maximum was found by
Langston et al. [2]. Separated IBL rolls
up into a so called horseshoe vortex as
a result of momentum conservation. The
point of reattachment R1 and second sepa-
ration point S2 exists due to the horseshoe
vortex. Low momentum fluid (separation
region) can be found between points S1

and S2. Pressure leg of the horseshoe vor-
tex is drawn toward the suction surface
of the blade due to the pressure gradi-
ent between the pressure side and suction
side of the blades. This leg is fed by the
low momentum fluid from the ILB and by
the cross-flow in the blade channel. This
mechanism is responsible for the passage
vortex formation, which is connected with
separation lines s1,p and s2,p. Passage vor-
tex interacts with the suction leg of the
horseshoe vortex (separation lines s1,s and
s2,s) at the suction surface of the blade.
Suction leg of the horseshoe vortex wraps
around the passage vortex as a result of mentioned interaction, see e.g. Sieverding and Van den
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Bosch [4]. Thanks to this interaction, two separation lines (s2,s and s4) and one reattachment line
(r3) can be observed on the suction surface of the blade (Figure 1).

Secondary flow within the blade cascades is complicated phenomenon, which is influenced by
many parameters (blade loading, incidence flow angle, Reynolds number, pitch to chord ratio,
flow turning, ILB thickness etc.). Many experimental works result in definition of several different
secondary flow models, see e.g. Langston [3], Sieverding and Van den Bosch [4], Sharma and
Butler [5] or Wang et al. [6]. Comprehensive reviews about the secondary flow were written by
Sieverding [7], Langston [8] and more recently by Ligrani et al. [9].

1.2 Aim of the work
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Figure 2: Cascade geometry with dye injection
taps.

Effect of the Mach number, Reynolds number,
incidence flow angle and pitch to chord ratio t/c
on the end wall flow within a linear blade cas-
cade were investigated using the flow visualiza-
tion. Three different powder dyes were used for
the flow visualization and were injected trough
the taps at the wind tunnel wall to the test sec-
tion in front of the leading edge of the blade.
Experiments were performed on three different
configurations of the impulse blade cascades.
Configurations of the cascade were defined by
different pitch to chord ratio t/c.

2 Experimental apparatus,
setup and methods

2.1 Apparatus

Experiments were performed in the low pres-
sure closed-loop wind tunnel (WT), where
Mach number and Reynolds number can be set
independently. Incidence flow angle can be set by pair of shaped semi-nozzles placed at the cascade
inlet. Blade cascades were assembled in the WT test section between two plexiglass WT windows.
Cascade geometry is shown in Figure 2.

2.2 Setup

Table 1: Tested parameters

t
c

M2,is Re2,is × 105 i
(1) (1) (1) (◦)

0.66

0.4

4.50 0
0.8
1.0
1.2

0.69 0.4

1.25

0
2.50
3.50
4.50

0.72 0.4 4.50

-20
-10
0
10

Three cascade configurations defined by different pitch to
chord ratio (t/c = 0.66, 0.69 and 0.72) were tested. Other
tested parameters (Mach number M2,is (compressibility),
Reynolds number Re2,is (viscous forces) and incidence angle
i) were chosen with respect to the operational conditions of
the WT. All tested configurations are summarized in Table 1.

2.3 Methods and measurement uncertainty

Three water solution of the powder dyes (red, orange and
green) were used for the flow visualization. Dyes were in-
jected into the test section trough three taps placed at the
WT test section wall in front of the leading edge of the blade.
Positions of the taps were chosen with respect to the studied
phenomenon, i.e. that the taps were placed 2 cm in front of
the leading edges of the blades, where uniform inlet flow field
was expected. Distance between the taps was 0.5 cm.
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Figure 3: Effect of Reynolds number Re2,is with constant
Mach number M2,is = 0.4 and incidence angle i = 0◦.

Flow regimes (defined by M2,is and
Re2,is) were set according to the pres-
sure measurement at the cascade inlet
and outlet. Dyes were injected into the
test section after the demanded regime
was reached and when it was stable. It
took approximately three minutes to dry
the dyes on the blade surfaces. Than
the WT was turned off and the pictures
of end-wall and suction surface of the
blade were captured by camera Canon
EOS 40D.

Based on measurement chain uncer-
tainty of the outlet Mach number M2,is

was under the 1% and uncertainty of
the Reynolds number Re2,is was under
the 2%. Values were obtained based on
95% confidence level (±2 standard devi-
ation).

3 Results and
discussion

Places, where the boundary layer, vor-
tex separation, reattachment and shock
wave occur, can be seen as boundaries
in the visualization dyes thanks to the
great changes in the character of flow
field. In the following figures these lines
are highlighted by the different type of
lines for their easier detection. Separa-
tion lines are described as si, separation
points as Si, reattachment lines as ri and
reattachment points as Ri.

3.1 Reynolds number effect

Reynolds number effect on the sec-
ondary flow was investigated on the cas-
cade configuration with pitch to chord
ratio t/c = 0.69 and under the constant
Mach number M2,is = 0.4 and incidence
angle i = 0◦. Results are shown in Fig-
ure 3.

Distance between the separation
lines s1 and s2 was increasing with de-
creasing Re2,is as can be seen from com-
parison of Figures 3a, 3c, 3e and 3g.
Separation lines s2,p and s3 were prop-
agated more into the blade channel and
point of reattachment R2 was moving
along the suction surface of the blade
toward the leading edge when the Re2,is
was lower.
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Figure 4: Effect of incidence angle i with constant Mach
number M2,is = 0.4 and Reynolds number Re2,is = 4.5×
105.

All mentioned effects can be connected
with decrease of the inertia forces and
increase of the viscous forces that were
acting on the fluid. These results are in
agreement with work of Kladrubský [10],
where pressure field at the cascade out-
let was measured and dependency be-
tween vorticity and Reynolds number
were investigated. It was shown, that
with lower Reynolds number vorticity
had lower magnitudes compared to the
higher one, but the vortices were larger
due to the higher diffusion.

Separation line s4 and reattachment
line r3 were not significantly affected by
the change in Re2,is, as can be seen in
Figures 3b, 3d, 3f and 3h. However,
separation s5 and reattachment r4 of
the boundary layer on the blade suc-
tion surface was found in Figures 3d, 3f
and 3h. Visualization dyes were sucked
into the separation region between the
lines s4 and r3 and shows, that decreas-
ing Reynolds number Re2,is results in
growth of the separation region. More-
over, effect of the separation on the suc-
tion side of the blade can be observed
on the behavior of the separation line
s2,s, which is connected with suction leg
of the horseshoe vortex. Some vortical
structure can be seen in the place, where
the separation lines s2,s and s5 were
crossing. These structures were grow-
ing with decreasing Re2,is. It resulted in
more intensive interaction between the
separation on the blade suction surface
and the suction leg of the horseshoe vor-
tex when Re2,is was lower. Thanks to
this effect, more dye was sucked into the
separation region and it was more prop-
agated along the blade height.

3.2 Incidence flow angle
effect

Incidence flow angle effect was investi-
gated at the cascade configuration with
t/c = 0.66, under constant Mach num-
ber M2,is = 0.4 and Reynolds number
Re2,is = 4.5 × 105.

All dyes were sucked into the one
blade channel in the case of negative in-
cidence angles, see Figures 4a and 4c.
These cases showed massive flow sepa-
ration on the blade pressure side near
the leading edge. Only fragment of the
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Figure 5: Effect of Mach number Re2,is with constant
Reynolds number Re2,is = 4.5× 105 and incidence angle
i = 0◦.

separation line s2,p and s2,s can be seen
in these figures (Figures 4a and 4c).
However, comparison of these fragments
with Figures 4e and 4g shows, that with
decreasing incidence flow angle, separa-
tion lines s2,p and s2,s were propagating
more into the blade channel and reat-
tachment point R2 was moving along
the suction surface of the blade toward
the trailing edge. Separation region on
the suction surface of the blade can be
found in the case of the positive flow in-
cidence, see Figures 4g. Separation line
s6 was closer to the pressure side of the
blade when the incidence flow angle was
i = 0◦ (design condition), compared to
the other studied cases.

Effect of the incidence angle on the
separation lines s2,p, s4 and reattach-
ment line r3 on the blade suction surface
can be seen in Figures 4b, 4d, 4f and 4h,
where decrease in i resulted in diminish-
ing of the size of the vortical structured
on the suction side of the blade. Small
separation region bounded by separa-
tion line s5 and by reattachment line r4
can be seen at design condition (i = 0◦),
where the dyes were drawn into it. Also
small recirculation region, which was de-
scribed above, can be observed in the
place, where separation lines s2,s and s5
were crossing.

3.3 Mach number effect

Mach number effect was visualized un-
der the constant incidence flow angle
i = 0◦ and Reynolds number Re2.is =
4.5 × 105 at the cascade configuration
with t/c = 0.72.

Position of the inlet boundary layer
separation moved upstream from the
leading edge of the blades with increas-
ing Mach number and so the separation
lines s1 and s2 too, as can be seen in
Figures 5a, 5c, 5e and 5g. Distance be-
tween the lines s1 and s2 was decreas-
ing with decreasing Mach number. The
reason of this behavior was lower mo-
mentum of the inlet fluid connected with
lower Mach number. Shock wave can be
clearly seen in Figure 5a at the WT wall.
Behind the shock wave, separation re-
gion with recirculation at the WT wall
was found, see Figure 5a.
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Figure 6: Blade loading.

In Figure 5b deformation of the
separation lines s2,s, s4 can be seen
as a result of interaction between
the shock wave and vortices. This
interaction also results in formation
of highly three dimensional flow
structures. Interaction between the
vortical structures and weak shock
wave was not observed as the Mach
number was decreased at M2,is = 1,
see Figure 5d. Separation of the
flow (s5 in Figure 5f) without reat-
tachment was found at M2,is = 0.8.
This separation vanished as Mach
number was decreased to M2,is =
0.4.

3.4 Pitch to chord ratio
effect

Comparison of Figures 3a, 4e and
5g shows that with increasing pitch
to chord ratio, separation lines s1,p
and s2,p moved upstream and the
point of reattachment R2 moved
along the suction surface of the
blade toward the leading edge. It
can be connected with increasing
pressure gradient across the blade
channel in accordance with pitch
to chord ratio t/c. From the com-
parison of Figures 3b, 4f and 5h
it can be seen that larger vortices
were generated due to the higher
pressure gradient.

3.5 Blade loading

Blade loadings for tested parame-
ters are plotted in Fig. 6 as pressure
coefficient Cp:

Cp =
p01 − psurf
p01 − p2

, (1)

where p01 is the total pressure mea-
sured in the relaxation chamber at
the inlet into the WT test section,
psurf are the pressures measured
at the blade surface and p2 is the
static pressure measured at the cas-
caded outlet. Pressure coefficient is
plotted against the normalized sur-
face coordinate of the blade s/c.

Pressure distributions on the
blade surface are not significantly affected by the Reynolds number as can be seen in Figure 6a.
Separation regions on the suction surface, which were found thanks to the flow visualizations,
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could not be detected by the surface pressure measurement due to the small number of the pres-
sure taps. Unfortunately pressure distributions on the blade surfaces were not measured for the
Reynolds numbers Re2,is = 1.2 × 105 and Re2,is = 3.5 × 105.

Separation near the leading edge on the suction surface of the blade for positive incidence angle
i = 10◦ and on the pressure surface for the negative incidences i = −10◦ and i = −20◦ are evident
from Figure 6b.

Mach number effect on the pressure distribution can be seen in Figure 6c, where position of
the shock wave can be found around s/c = 1.25. Moreover, flow separations were found around
position s/c = 1.4 for Mach numbers M2,is = 0.4 and 0.8. Separation found for Mach number
M2,is = 0.8 agree well with flow visualization, there is disagreement between visualization and
pressure measurement at Mach number M2,is = 0.4. However, it is highly probable, that the dye
was not sucked into the separation region and so the separation was not visualized for this flow
regime due to the high Reynolds number.

4 Conclusion

Effects of the viscous forces, compressibility, incidence flow angle and pitch to chord ratio were
investigated at the impulse linear blade cascade by means of flow visualization. It was shown that:

• Reynolds number affected positions of the separation lines s1, s2 and distance between them
and position of point of reattachment R2 in following manner: Diffusion was enhanced as
Reynolds number was decreasing. Thanks to this mechanism vortical structures occupied
more space when Reynolds number was lower and distance between the lines s1, s2 increased.

• Change in the incidence flow angle caused that the horseshoe vortex and passage vortex were
bending into the direction of flow and their propagation into the blade channel was different
for each studied inlet flow angle (more negative incidence angle resulted in the larger vortex
propagation into the blade channel). Moreover, when the incidence angle was not set at design
condition (i = 0◦), separation on the pressure surface was found for negative incidence and
was found on the suction surface for the positive incidence angle.

• Larger Mach number resulted in formation of larger horseshoe vortex. Moreover, formation
of highly three dimensional structure was found as result of interaction between the shock
wave and passage vortex at M2,is = 1.35.

• Increasing pitch to chord ratio resulted in the larger pressure gradient across the blade channel
and as result of this, pressure leg of the horseshoe vortex was less bend into the blade channel
by the free stream when the t/c was larger.

Separation regions identified by the flow visualization on the pressure side near the leading edge for
the negative incidence angles, were in good agreement with mid-span surface pressure distributions.
Position of the shock wave determined by both methods for Mach number M2,is = 1.35 agreed well
also. Small separation regions found thanks to the flow visualization during the Reynolds number
investigation were not detected by the pressure measurement due to the small amount of pressure
taps placed on the blade surfac e.

In the following work effects of the studied phenomena will be theoretically analyzed for the
better understanding of the secondary flow generating mechanism.
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List of symbols

symbol meaning symbol meaning

c balde chord Re2,is Reynolds number
Cp pressure coefficient si separation line
i incidence flow angle Si separation point
M2,is Mach number t pitch
p pressure x, y, z caretsian coordinates
ri reatachment line
Ri reatachment point α flow angle
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